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 III. Dig Deeper > 8. Meaning Making & Integration > Infographics 

Infographics 

Students are asked to create a graphic to visually explain a complex topic or 

set of data. 

 

How to do this online

 

Infographic activities ask students to visually present data, information or 

knowledge - especially when complex relationships between elements need to 

be efficiently communicated. Oftentimes infographics help "tell the story" of 

raw data to explain a phenomenon or further an argument. Infographics can 

also depict a "decision tree" for an audience to "choose their own adventure" 

and test outcomes based on various decision combinations. easel.ly is an 

infographic tool that provides many free-to-use templates to help students 

get started with a visually appealing layout. Piktochart is another infographic 

tool that provides templates and also provides embedded charts that can be 

quickly updated from a "behind the scenes" spreadsheet of data. 

 

PROS: Students are engaged by the visual appeal of infographic tools. These 

tools help students see data not only as static and beyond interpretation, but 

as raw material that can be used to tell a story and potentially further an 

argument in a manner more accessible than a formal research paper, for 

example.  

   

CONS: Some students that are not confident in their online skillset will benefit 

from your posting of help information for the tools you suggest. 

  

Tools you could use: 

 easel.ly - https://www.easel.ly 

 Piktochart - https://piktochart.com 

https://www.easel.ly/
https://piktochart.com/
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How to do this in the classroom 

 

Infographic activities ask students to visually present data, information or 

knowledge - especially when complex relationships between elements need to 

be efficiently communicated. Oftentimes infographics help "tell the story" of 

raw data to explain a phenomenon or further an argument. Infographics can 

also depict a "decision tree" for an audience to "choose their own adventure" 

and test outcomes based on various decision combinations. Infographics have 

been around for a long time in magazines and newspapers. Recently, online 

tools have made it easy for many people to make their own infographics. 

With some office supplies and ingenuity, you could create a classroom-based 

infographic activity. Students could draft their infographic together in groups 

during class with physical materials, and then use that draft to inform their 

final product created with an online tool. 

 

PROS: Infographic activities help students see data not only as static and 

beyond interpretation, but as raw material that can be used to tell a story and 

potentially further an argument in a manner more accessible than a formal 

research paper, for example. Drafting an infographic on paper during a class 

helps students think about the argument or story they are looking to tell with 

their infographic, as opposed to going directly to an online infographic tool 

that provides many pre-built templates. These templates could influence the 

types of stories students tell in their infographic, compared to starting with a 

"blank slate" when drafting on paper. 

  

CONS: Some students that are not confident in their online skillset will benefit 

from your posting of help information for the tools you suggest. 

  

Tools you could use: 

 Flip-chart paper 
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 Post-it notes 

 Markers 

 Pencils 

  


